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Abstract 
We establish some fundamental properties of transfinite inductive dimension module a class 
7J and use them to compute the dimensions of Bernstein sets and other pathological spaces. We 
show that transfinite completeness degree and transfinite completeness deficiency do not agree 
on separable metrizable spaces. We construct a separable compact space that contains an co-In- 
ductionally embedded discrete subspace, which answers a question of Aarts and Nishiura (1993). 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, topological spaces are assumed to be Tychonoff and all classes of topo- 
logical spaces considered are assumed to be nonempty and to contain any space homeo- 
morphic with a closed subspace of one of their members. The letters P and Q are used 
to denote such classes. Following [2], we reserve the letters C, K and S for the classes 
of completely metrizable, compact, and a-compact spaces, respectively. We use the letter 
7 to denote a class of spaces which, like C, K, S and the absolute Bore1 classes of [2], 
consists of spaces which are Bore1 sets of any metrizable space that contains them. 
The definition of small inductive dimension modulo P, P-ind, may be extented to 
obtain small transjnite inductive dimension module P, P-trind, as follows: P-trindX = 
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-1 iff X E P. For an ordinal o, we adopt the convention that -1 < Q < 00, and write 
P-trindX 6 o iff each point of X has arbitrarily small open neighbourhoods U whose 
boundary Fr U satisfies P-trind Fr U < Q. If there is no ordinal cy with P-trind X < Q, 
we write P-trindX = cc. If P-trindX # - 1 1 co, then P-trind X is defined to be the 
first ordinal (u that satisfies P-trindX 6 cy. The definition of large transjinite inductive 
dimension modulo P, P-trInd, is obtained by replacing in the above definition “each 
point of X” by “each closed set of X”. If P = {0}, then P-trind X = trind X and P- 
trInd X = trInd X. In analogy with large P-deficiency, P-Def, we define large transjinite 
P-dejiciency by 
P-trDef X = inf{trInd(Y - X): X c Y, Y E P}. 
We finally define small transjinite P-deficiency by 
P-trdef X = inf{trind(Y - X): X c Y, Y E P}. 
Note that in this last definition we diverge from the definition of P-def in [2], where 
they use dim rather than ind. 
Section 2 of this paper contains a summary of the fundamental properties of transfinite 
inductive dimensions modulo P. Section 3 contains several results concerning Bernstein 
sets such as the inequality 
trind X < I-trind A + 1 < trind X + 1, 
where A is a Bernstein set of a separable metrizable space X. These results are in- 
dispensable in computing the dimensions of numerous pathological examples involving 
Bernstein sets that are constructed in Sections 4 and 5. Recall the theorem of Aarts that 
C-ind X = C-Ind X = C-def X = C-Def X 
for every separable metrizable space X [ 11. In Example 19, we construct separable 
metrizable spaces A, I3 such that C-trInd A = WO, C-trInd B = co, while C-trDef A = co 
and C-trDef B = WO. In Example 24, we have a separable metrizable space X such that 
C-trdef X = wg while C-trindX = co. These examples show that Aarts’ result has 
no obvious transfinite extension. However, in Proposition 21, we show that a separable 
metrizable space X with C-trindX < 33 has a completion of the form X U Y, where 
trindY < co. 
Let B denote the class of spaces that are countable unions of closed tech-complete 
subspaces. Evidently, f? contains C, K and S. In Example 26 of Section 6, we construct a 
separable Lindelof space X that satisfies f3-trind X = 00, which implies C-trind X = Ic- 
trind X = S-trindX = cc, despite the fact that X has a compactification Y such that 
Y - X is a discrete space. This contrasts sharply with the known result for Lindeliif 
at infinity spaces that K-Def = 0 iff K-ind = 0 [2]. We show in Example 31 that the 
normal and strongly zero-dimensional space Y - X is oo-Inductionally embedded in Y, 
which answers a question raised in [2]. In the same section, we point out answers to 
some other unsolved problems listed in [2]. 
For results concerning transfinite dimension, we refer to [7]. Dimension and deficiency 
modulo the classes C, K and S are discussed extensively in [2]. 
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2. Some properties of transfinite dimension modulo P 
We summarize here the elementary results needed in the sequel. For their proof, only 
trivial modifications are needed of the standard arguments employed in proving the basic 
results for transfinite dimension [7]. 
Proposition 1. For a closed subspace X of Y, P-trind X < P-trind Y and P-trInd X < 
P-trInd Y. 
Proposition 2. P-trind X 6 P-trInd X. 
Proposition 3. If P c Q, then C&rind X < P-trindX and Q-trInd X < P-trIndX. In 
particular; we always have P-trind X 6 trind X and P-trInd X 6 trlnd X. 
For the following result recall that WX denotes the weight of a space X and JY/ the 
cardinality of a set Y. 
Proposition 4. If P-trind X < oc, then lP-trind XI < wX. In particular; if X is sepa- 
ruble metrizable and P-trind X < x, then P-trind X < tit. 
Proposition 5. Let X be a subspace of a hereditarily normal space Y with a: = P- 
trindX an ordinal. Then each point of X has arbitrarily small open neighbourhoods V 
in Y with P-trind(X n Fr V) < Q. 
Proposition 6. Let X = Y U Z be a hereditarily normal space with trindY = Q and 
ind 2 = n. Then trind X < o + n + 1. 
Proof. This result follows from Proposition 5 by induction on cr + n + 1. 0 
3. The dimension of Bernstein sets 
We adopt the following definition. A subset A of X is a Bernstein set if /A n FI = 
1(X - A) n FJ = c, the cardinality of the continuum, for every uncountable Bore1 set F 
of X. Any uncountable separable a-completely metrizable space can be partitioned into 
a sequence of Bernstein sets. 
Proposition 7. Let A be a Bernstein set of a separable metrizable space X. Then there 
is a countable subset B of X such that trind(X - B) < I-trind A. 
Proof. If I-trind A = - 1, then A as a member of 7 is a Bore1 set of X with 
J(x-A)I~A( #c. 
Hence A, X - A and therefore X are countable, and we can take B = X. Let cy = 
I-trindA # -1, co and suppose the result holds whenever the Bernstein subset has 
I-trind < (Y. 
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Let n E N. By Proposition 5, each point x of A has an open neighbourhood VT: in 
X with diameter < l/n and such that I-trind(A n Fr V$) < Q. Let {I’;: k E W} 
be a subset of {V$: z E A} that covers A. Evidently, A n Fr Vt is a Bernstein set 
of Fr Vkn, which, by the induction hypothesis, contains a countable set B,” such that 
trind(Fr Vk? - B;) < cy. Set 
I/” = u{Vz: k E NJ> and V = n{V? n E N} - U{B;: k!n E N}. 
One readily checks that each neighbourhood of a point of V contains a neighbourhood 
of the form Vkn, which satisfies trind(Fr Vk? - B,“) < CC. By the subset theorem for trind, 
trind Frv (V n VP) < cy and hence trind V < 01. Moreover, the intersection of the Bore1 
set B = X-V with the Bernstein set A of X is countable. It follows that B is countable. 
This completes the proof. 0 
As a corollary we have 
Proposition 8. If A is a Bernstein set of a separable metrizable space X, then trind X < 
I-trindA + 1 < trindX + 1. 
Proof. Let B be a countable subset of X such that trind(X - B) < I-trind A. Applying 
Propositions 6, 3 and the subset theorem for trind, we obtain 
trind X 6 trind B + trind( X - B) + 1 
<I-trindA+ 1 < trindA+ 1 < trindX+ 1. 0 
It will transpire that this result is best possible both above and below wa. We, however, 
have the following corollary: 
Proposition 9. Let A be a Bernstein set of a separable metrizable space X with trindX 
a nonzero limit ordinal. Then I-trind A = trind X. 
We note next the following stronger version of Proposition 7: 
Proposition 10. Let A be a Bernstein set of a separable metrizable space X with 
7-trindA > wa. Then there is a countable subset B of X disjoint from A such that 
trind(X - B) = I-trind A. 
Proof. Note first that, by Proposition 3 and the subset theorem for trind, I-trindA < 
trindA < trind(X - B) so that it suffices to prove trind(X - B) 6 I-trind A. Let 
(IY = I-trindA < co. The proof is by induction on CK However, the same argument 
works for both the initial step Q = wa and the general case ~1: > wa. 
As in Proposition 7, for R E W, we construct open sets VT of X with diameter < l/n 
and such that I-trind(AnFr VP) < Q: and (Vz: k E RI} covers A. Now by the induction 
hypothesis or Proposition 8, Fr Vr. contains a countable set Bz disjoint from A such that 
trind (Fr Vl - Bz) < Q. 
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Set 
V” = U{l/;n: k E N}. V = n{V”: r/. E N} - U{B,“: k, rj, E W} 
and B = X - V. As in Proposition 7, B is countable and, of course, disjoint from il. 
Also, each neighbourhood of a point of V contains a neighbourhood of the form V/‘, 
which satisfies trind(Fr Vk? - Br) < CY. Hence. by the subset theorem for trind, 
trind Frv (V n Vkn) < 0 
so that trind V’ < (1. This concludes the proof. 0 
As a corollary we have 
Proposition 11. Let A be a Bernstein set of a separable metrizable space X with 
trind X > wg. Then trind A = I-trind A. 
Proof. By Proposition 3, it suffices to prove trind A < I-trind A. By Proposition 8, 
I-trind A 3 wg. Hence, by Proposition 10, A is contained in a set V with trind V = 
I-trind A. Finally, by the subset theorem for trind, trind A < trind V = I-trind A. 0 
Proposition 12. Let A be a Bernstein set of a separable metrizable space X. Then 
trInd ,4 < I-trInd A + 1. 
Proof. This follows readily by induction on I-trInd A since if I-trInd A = - 1, then A 
is countable. 0 
At this point, we adopt the notation S(X) for the complement in X of the union of 
all open sets U of X with IndU < c~. 
Proposition 13. Let A be a Bernstein set of a separable metrizable space X such that 
wo 6 I-trIndA < x0. Then trIndX = I-trIndA = wo, 
Proof. By Proposition 12, trInd A < CC. Hence S(A) is compact and Ind F < CC for 
each closed subset F of A disjoint from S(A) [7, Theorem 7.1.231. As a closed set of 
X contained in the Bernstein set A of X, S(A) IS countable and hence IndS(A) < 0. 
It follows that trInd A < ~10 [7, Lemma 7.1.241. As LJO < I-trIndA 6 trInd A, we have 
I-trIndA = wg. 
Consider an open set U of A with IndU < n. Let V be an open set of X with 
U = a4 fl V. Then, by Proposition 8, Ind V < 71 + 1. Conversely, Ind V < 00 implies 
IndU < x by the subset theorem. Hence A n S(X) = S(A), S(X) is countable 
and IndS(X) 6 0. Also, for each closed subset F of X disjoint from S(X), we have 
Ind(A n F) < DCI and therefore Ind F < CC because A n F is disjoint from S(A). .It 
follows from [7, Lemma 7.1.241 that trIndX < WO. Hence, since trInd A = wg, by the 
subset theorem for Ind, trIndX = ~(1. 0 
We end this section with a result that is needed in Example 18 of Section 4. 
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Proposition 14. Let A be a Bernstein set of a separable metrizable space X and w an 
infinite limit ordinal such that I-trindA and I-trind(X - A) 6 w. Then 7-trindX 6 w. 
Proof. Let 2 E X. Without loss of generality, we may assume 2 E A. By Proposition 5, 
2 has arbitrarily small open neighbourhoods V in X with I-trind(A f? Fr V) < w. Now, 
by Proposition 8, trind Fr V < w. Hence, by Proposition 3, I-trindX < trindX 6 w. 0 
4. Examples with Bernstein sets 
Example 15. Let A be a Berstein set of K,, the subspace of the Hilbert cube 1’ con- 
sisting of all points with finitely many nonzero coordinates. As trindK, = oc [7], by 
Proposition 8, I-trind A = co, despite the fact that A is strongly countable-dimensional. 
Example 16 (cf. [2, Examples 1.7.13 and 11.10.51). Let A be a Bernstein set of In, 
12 E N. By Proposition 8, n - 1 < I-ind A. Now each point of I” has arbitrarily small 
open neighbourhoods U with Fr U an (n - I)-sphere. But then AnFr U is homeomorphic 
with a Bernstein set of I”-‘. Hence we can prove by induction on n that I-ind A < n- 1. 
It follows that I-indA = n - 1. In particular, 
indA = C-indA = KindA = SindA = n - 1. 
Example 17. Let w be a limit ordinal < WI. Then there is a separable metric space 
X with trindX = w [7]. Let A be a Bernstein set of X. Then, by Proposition 9, I- 
trind A = w. Hence, given a predecessor ,0 of w, by induction as in [7, Theorem 7.1.41, 
there is a closed subspace B of A with I-trind B = 0. Thus, in view of Proposition 4, 
there exist separable metrizable spaces with I-trind a given ordinal cr iff cy < WI. The 
spaces constructed in [lo] demonstrate this fact for K-trind. 
Example 18. Let cv a limit ordinal of the form wo+p, where p satisfies we x p = 0. Then 
there is a compact metrizable space Y such that trind Y = cy + 1 and trIndY = Q + 2 
[9, Corollary 11. Also, for any compact metrizable Z, we have 
(i) trind 2 = cy implies trInd 2 = a, and 
(ii) trInd Z = a + 1 implies trind 2 = Q: + 1 [9, Theorem 31. 
There is a closed set E and an open set G of Y containing E such that for each open 
neighbourhood U of E inside G, we have trInd Fr U 3 (Y + 1. It follows from (ii) and 
the subset theorem for trind that trindFr U = o + 1. For Fr U contains a closed subset 
2 with trInd Z = cy + 1. 
Let X be the compact metrizable space obtained from Y by shrinking E to a point 
~0. Then clearly trindX = LY + 2. Let A be a Bernstein set of X that does not contain 
20 and B = X - A. Proposition 8 and the fact that A is a Bernstein set of both X and 
Y - E, readily imply that trind A = I-trind A = (Y + 1. 
We can now show that there is a compact metrizable space Z that contains a Bernstein 
set D such that trind D and trind(Z - D) are distinct. Otherwise, trind B = cy + 1, 
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and there is, by Proposition 5, an open neighbourhood U of 50 inside G such that 
trind(B n Fr U) < cy, which would imply trind(A f~ Fr U) < 0. Then, by Proposition 14, 
trind Fr U < Q, which contradicts the already established equality trind Fr U = (1 + 1. 
Example 19. Let X be the one-point compactification of enEN I” and 20 its distin- 
guished point. Let A be a Bernstein set of X containing ~0 and set A, = A n I”. Since 
C-ind = C-Ind for separable metric spaces [ 1,2] and, by Example 16, C-ind A, = n - 1, 
one readily sees that C-trind A = C-trInd A = do. Suppose Y is a completely metrizable 
space containing A. By Lavrentieff’s theorem, we can suppose that Y is a Gh-set of X. 
Then X - Y is countable, Y - A is a Bernstein set of X and Y;, = lT1. n (Y - A) is a 
Bernstein set of In. Hence indY” = rl - 1. Consequently Y - .4 is nearly S-like and 
therefore trInd(Y - A) = CC [7, Proposition 7.1.211. Hence C-trDef A = cc. 
Consider next B = X - A. By Proposition 12, we have C-trIndB = trInd B = cc), 
while C-trDef B < ~0. In fact, C-trDef B = do by Aarts’ theorem that for all separable 
metrizable spaces C-Ind = C-ind = C-def = C-Def. In Example 24, we have a separable 
metrizable space X with C-trdef X = ~(1 while C-trind X = ix. Example 18 shows that 
C-trdef and C-trind can differ even when they are both ordinals. 
The preceding considerations show that Aarts’ theorem does not extend to transfinite 
dimension. However, we prove next that C-trind < C-trDef in the class of separable 
metrizable spaces. It is interesting to know whether C-trdef < C-trind as well, which 
motivates Proposition 2 I. 
Proposition 20. For a separable metrizable space X, C-trind X 6 C-trDef X. 
Proof. Consider a completion Y of X with o = trInd(Y - X) an ordinal. Let B be 
an open neighbourhood in Y of a point z of X. Let G and H be open sets of Y with 
II: E G c cl G c H c cl H c B. Then, by 17, Lemma 1.2.91, there is an open set V 
of Y such that z E V c B and trInd(Fr V - X) < 0. This, by the obvious induction 
hypothesis, implies C-trind(X f’ Fr V) < a. Hence C-trindX < o. 0 
Proposition 21. Let X be a separable metrizable space X with C-trindX < cx). Then 
there is a separable completely metrizable spuce Y such that trindY < cc and X U Y 
is completely metrizable. 
Proof. Let a = C-trindX. As the result holds for a = - 1, assume that Q 3 0 and 
that the result holds for all separable metrizable spaces with C-trind < Q. Let 2 be a 
completion of X. By Proposition 5, for each n, E N, we can construct open sets Vc of 2 
with diameter < i/n and such that C-trind(X nFr VA?) < a and { Vz: k E N} covers X. 
Let V” = U{Vp: k E N}, V = n{P: n E R?} and Yt = V - U{FrV,‘1: k,n E N}. 
Then indYt 6 0. Recall that a separable completely metrizable space has trind < cc iff 
it is countable-dimensional. Thus, by the induction hypothesis and Lavrentieff’s theorem, 
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there are countable-dimensional Gs-sets YF of Fr Vc such that (X n Fr VT) U Y; is a 
Gh-set of Fr V,. Put 
Y = V - U{FrVF -YE: k,n E I+?}. 
Then Y has the required properties because it is a subset of K U U{YF: k, n E N} and 
XUY=V-U{FrV,“-(XnFrVT)UYc: k,n.EN}. q 
5. Addition theorems for closed-additive classes 
In this section P denotes a class such that whenever X = Y U 2, where Y, 2 are 
closed subsets of X belonging to P, then X is a member of P. Our aim is to establish an 
addition theorem, Proposition 23, that is needed in the sequel. For this, we need another 
addition theorem, Proposition 22, whose proof is left to the reader as it closely parallels 
the proof of known results for transfinite inductive dimension [7,7.2.6-71, [8, Theorem 21. 
The finite-dimensional case of this result for P-trind is proved in [2, Theorem 111.1.61 
for hereditarily normal spaces. 
Recall that an ordinal a can be written uniquely in the form N = X(o) + n(o), where 
x(a) is a limit ordinal and n(a) E (0) UN. This is extended here to (Y = - 1 by adopting 
the convention that X(-l) = 0 and n(-1) = -1. 
Proposition 22. Let X = Y U 2, P-trind Y (respectively P-trlnd Y) 6 cy and P-trind Z 
(respectively P-trInd2) < D where Y, Z are closed subsets of X. Then 
Ptrind X (respectively P-trInd X) < 
max{o, P> if A(o) # W)i 
X(o) + n(a) + n(P) + 1 $X(o) = X(P). 
Proposition 23. Let X be the class of all spaces X that contain a compact subspace X, 
such that every closed set of X disjoint from X, has arbitrarily small neighbourhoods 
V with Ind Fr V < 00. Then for each X in X, 
P-trInd X < (P-trind X + 1) x wa. 
Proof. Let cy = P-trindX. As the result holds for o = - 1 or 00, assume that o is 
an ordinal and the result holds for all spaces in X with P-trind < a. Note that closed 
subspaces of X belong to X. Consider an open neighbourhood G of a closed set E 
of X. By compactness, E n X, can be covered by open sets Ui of G, i = 1,. . , k, 
with P-trindFrUi < cy. Put U = Ur U ... U uk. Then En X, c U C G and, by 
the definition of X and Proposition 3, there is an open neighbourhood V of E - U 
inside G such that P-Ind Fr V < Ind Fr V < 00. Let H = U U V. Then E c H c G 
and Fr H is a closed subset of Fr Ui U . U Fr ZJk U Fr V. By the induction hypothesis, 
P-trIndFr Vi < a: x wo and, for cy > 0, P-trIndFr V < cy x WO. Hence, by Propositions 1 
and 22 and the fact that (cy + 1) x wo is a limit ordinal, P-trindFr H < (0 + 1) x wa. 
For cy = 0, P-trInd Fr U, = - 1 and P-trIndFr V < q, and therefore P-trind Fr H < ~0. 
This shows that P-trIndX < (a + 1) x wa for all ordinals and completes the proof. 0 
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Example 24. Let Y be the subspace (0) x 1’ U UnEW{ l/71} x I” of 1 x I”. Let 
X = {O)xIWu~~,,{I/~)xA~~,, h w ere A, is a Bernstein subset of J71, and 2 = Y-X. 
Then evidently trind 2 = tic) and X belongs to K. We will show that C-trind X = x. 
Let Ei and l?, be the faces of (0) x IN with the (i + I)th coordinate 0 and 1, 
respectively. Suppose that C-trindX < 30. Then, by Proposition 23, C-trIndX < cc. 
Let C consist of those subspaces of X of the form L = Lt n. f’ Lx: where, for some 
injective 3 : { I,. . k} -+ W. L, is partition in X between E,ci) and &(,I. For one 
such L. (k = C-trInd L is minimal. Let j be an element of N outside the range of 9. Let 
G, H be open neighbourhoods of EJ, F’ with disjoint closures in X. If o 2 0, there is 
a partition Al in X between cl G and cl H with C-trlnd(L n 111) < o [2, Lemma 1.4.51. 
Since evidently L n M is in L, this contradicts the choice of (1 to be minimal. Thus, we 
have II = - 1 and L = L 1 TI n Lk is completely metrizable. 
Let G,, H, be disjoint open neighbourhoods of Eq-i,)l Fpcz, in the hereditarily normal 
Y with L; = X - (Gi U H,). Put MI = Y - (G, U Hi). One readily sees that for some 
71 greater than k, Ml, . . . . Mk separate k distinct pairs of opposite sides of { 1 /n} x 
I”. Consequently. Al, n n Mk n ({I/n} x 1”) h aving dimension at least one, is 
uncountable. This leads to the unacceptable conclusion that the Bernstein set A, contains 
the uncountable Bore1 set Ln( { 1 /n} x r”) of ( 1 /n} x lT1. It follows that C-trind X = m. 
6. A LindelSf space with zero compactness deficiency and t?-trindX = cc 
Recall that B denotes the class of spaces that are countable unions of closed eech- 
complete subspaces. B contains C, K: and S, is closed under countable unions of closed 
subsets and contains all closed or open sets of its members. We will examine the following 
property of a space X, which is weaker than being weakly infinite-dimensional: 
(*) For eveyv sequence (A,. B,), i E N, of pairs of disjoint closed sets of X, there 
is a partition Li in L,_l, where Lo = X, between L,_ l n A, and L,_ 1 n B, such 
that naE,*$ L, is in B. 
Proposition 25. Every normal space X with B-trIndX < ‘30 satisJies (*). 
Proof. We can evidently assume that EtrIndX 3 0. Let (Ai. B,), i E W, be pairs of 
disjoint closed sets of X. In view of normality of X, there is a partition L1 between Al 
and BI in X such that B-trInd LI < B-trInd X. Hence the result follows by standard 
induction argument. 0 
The space that we are about to describe in this section is a modification of the second 
example in [S]. 
Example 26. Partition I” into three Bernstein subsets Al : AZ, Ax. Let 01: 02: 03 
denote three mutually disjoint cofinal subsets of the set of all ordinals < d(c), the 
first ordinal of cardinality c. Let {S, = (S,i. SN2,. .): cy < d(c)} be an enumeration 
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of all sequences S = (Si , S2, . . .), where each S’i is a countable subset of Al with 
I niEN cl S,l = c, such that for each such S, S = S, for c values of cr in each 0,. Let 
P be a countable dense subset of Al and a a well-ordering on Iw of the same type as 
w(c) such that p a x whenever p E P and x $! P. For each i and each cy E Oi, we fix 
by transfinite induction a point x, belonging to A, n n,,, cl Saj and satisfying y a x, 
whenever y E U(Soi: p < o, i E RI) U P U (x0: ,!I < a}. For each z in I’, we fix a 
sequence {xn} such that d(z, x,) < 1 /n and 
(1) xn = x if x E P, 
(2) if z $! PU (2,: cy < w(c)}, then {xn} consists of infinitely many points from P, 
and 
(3) if 5 = x, for some o < w(c), then {xn} consists of infinitely many points from 
each of the sets P and Sai, i E N. 
We next define for each x in 1’ basic open neighbourhoods B,(x) with diameter at 
most l/n, n E W, of a new and finer topology on 1’ as follows. B,(x) = {x} for x in 
P. For x $! P, B,(x) is defined by transfinite induction: assuming this has been done 
for all points a 2, we set B,(x) = {x} U Uk22n Bk(xk). 
IN with its new topology will be denoted by D. Clearly, D is Hausdorff and first 
countable, A2 and A3 are a discrete and closed in D, P is dense in D, and {x~} 
converges to x for each x in D. One readily proves by transfinite induction that each 
B,(Z) is countable and compact and hence closed in D. It follows that D is zero-dimen- 
sional and therefore Tychonoff. A crucial property is that if Ei, i E IV, are closed sets of 
A, with ni,, E, countable, then Q,, cl E,,, is countable, where cl denotes closure in I’. 
Otherwise, if S, is a countable subset of Ei with cl Si = cl E,, then S, = (Si , SZ, S’s,. . .) 
for c values of N in 0, and, by construction, ni,, E, would contain the c distinct 
points 2,. 
Let X be the subspace (/?D - D) U A2 U Al = ,130 - A3 of the Stone-Tech compact- 
ification ,6D of D. Then PD is a compactification of X with increment the discrete A?. 
As A1 U A3 is a locally compact dense subset of D, (00 - D) U AZ is closed in /3D and 
is therefore compact. Consider an open neighbourhood H inside Al of a closed set F of 
X disjoint from (j3D - D) U AZ. If F were uncountable, by construction, it would have 
uncountably many limit points in AZ. It follows that F is countable and X is Lindelof 
and therefore normal. Hence there is an open set G of X with F C G C clx G C H. 
Since A, is locally countable, we can assume that G is countable and therefore zero-di- 
mensional. Hence G contains a neighbourhood of F that is clopen in G and therefore 
in X. This shows that X is a member of the class X of Proposition 23. As we show 
below that X does not satisfy (*), Propositions 23 and 2.5 imply that B-trindX = oc. 
Claim 27. The subspace Al of D is normal and countably paracompact. 
Proof. Let E,, i E IV, be closed sets of Al with nZEN Ei = 0. To prove that AI is 
normal and countably paracompact, it suffices to find open neighbourhoods Ui of Ei in 
A, such that ni,_N Ui = 0 [6, Theorem 5.2.31. Now A, n ni,, cl Ei is countable and 
therefore has a clopen countable neighbourhood G in the locally countable Al. Clearly, 
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in the countable G, G n E, have open neighbourhoods Gi with nrEW Ga = 0. Also, in 
Al - G, Al Ti cl E, - G have Euclidean-open neighbourhoods H, with nitN Hz = cii. 
Then U, = Gi U Hi have the required properties. 0 
Claim 28. For every closed tech-complete set A of X, A n Al is countable. 
Proof. The a-compact subset clg~ A - A of the discrete A3 is countable. If A n Al 
is uncountable, the construction assures it has c limit points in -43. Hence A n Al is 
countable. 0 
Claim 29. X does not satisfy (*), 
Proof. Let G,. H, be open neighbourhoods in IN of its ith opposite faces Ei, F,, 
respectively, with cl Gi n cl H, = 8. Suppose X satisfies (*). Then for each i 3 2. there 
is a partition S; in S,_i, where SI = X, between S’_l n cl G, and S’_1 n cl H, such 
that fitI S,# is in f?. For each % 3 2, put Li = S, n Al. Then L, is a partition in L,_I 
between L,_i ncl G, and Li_l ncl H, such that Ll = Al and, by Claim 28, niaa L, is a 
countable closed set of A,. Hence n,>2 cl L, is a countable closed set of IN. Let &, C, 
be closed sets of Al disjoint from cl Gi, cl H, , respectively, and such that L; = B, n C, 
and L,_t = B, U C’,. Note that the g-compact Di = cl B, f’ cl C, - cl Li is countable. 
Otherwise, it contains an uncountable closed set A of Al and then cl A n cl B, n cl C, 
is uncountable while A n Bi f’ CL = 0. Now the GA-set partition cl B, n cl C, in cl L,_ I 
between cl L,_l n Ei and cl L,_I n I?, extends to a partition Kt in the normal space IN 
between Ei and Fi [7, Lemma 6.1.51. One readily checks that the closed subset nTa2 K, 
of 1” is contained in 
f-j cl L,; u u D, 
122 /a2 
and is therefore countable and hence strongly zero-dimensional. Consequently, there is a 
partition Ki between El and F, in the normal space IN such that 
K, n 0 h; = 0. 
122 
This contradicts a well-known property of IN and establishes the claim. 0 
Let X be a subspace of Y. Generalizing the notion of being zero-dimensionally embed- 
ded, Aarts and Nishiura introduced in (21 the notion of X being at most n-Inductionall? 
embedded in Y, written as Ind[X; Y] < 7~. This notion can be extended by transfinite 
induction as follows. We write trInd[X; Y] = - 1 if X = 0, and trInd[X; Y] 6 cy, where 
cv is an ordinal, if between any two disjoint closed sets E, F of Y there is a partition S 
in Y such that trInd[S n X; S] < a. If trInd[X; Y] < Q holds for no ordinal o, we write 
trInd[X; Y] = m, otherwise, for X # 0, trInd[Xi: Y] is the first ordinal a for which 
trInd[X; Y] 6 o’. 
Aarts and Nishiura [2, p. 2851 prove that Ind[X; Y] < IndX when Y is hereditarily 
normal and ask whether this holds for normal spaces. The answer is negative even if X 
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is a discrete subspace of a compact space Y. This will follow from the Example 26 and 
our next result. 
Proposition 30. Let X be a subspace of a compact space Y. Then K-trindX < 
trlnd[X; Y] and K-trind(Y - X) ,< trlnd[X; Y]. 
Proof. The result holds if trlnd[X; Y] = - 1 or co. Let us assume that a = trlnd[X; Y] is 
an ordinal and that K-trind A 6 trlnd[A; B] and K-trind(B - A) 6 trlnd[A; B] whenever 
A is a subspace of a compact space B such that trlnd[A; B] < a. Let 2 denote X or 
Y - X and consider an arbitrary open neighbourhood G in Y of a point x of 2. Then 
there is a partition S in Y between {x} and Y - G with trlnd[S f? X; S] < a. By the 
induction hypothesis, IC-trind(S n 2) < cr. Now there is an open neighbourhood U of 
x inside G such that Fr U c S. Hence FrZ(U n 2) is a closed set of S n 2. Thus, by 
Proposition 1, K-trindFrz(U n 2) < CI: and therefore KC-trind 2 < a, which concludes 
the proof. 0 
Example 31. The space X of Example 26 has a compactification Y = /ID with Y-X = 
A3 discrete. Hence lnd(Y - X) = 0. However, by Proposition 30, 
trlnd[Y - X; Y] > Ktrind X > &rind X = co. 
Thus, trlnd[Y - X; Y] = 03. 
Remark. The last unsolved problem listed on page 314 of [2] asks whether lnd[X; Y] < 
0 implies that X is zero-dimensionally embedded in Y. The answer is clearly affirmative 
as for any closed set E of X and any point 5 of X - E, the sets {z} and E have disjoint 
closures in Y. 
The second unsolved problem on page 314 of [2] asks whether every rim-compact 
space X has a compactification Y with dim(Y - X) 6 0. In [3], a strongly zero-di- 
mensional space X of weight w1 is constructed such that PX - X is metrizable and 
dim(Y - X) > 0 for every compactification Y of X. It should be noted that there 
are even strongly zero-dimensional spaces X such that dim(Y - X) = cc for every 
compactification Y of X [4, Example 21, [5, Section 21. In fact, in [5], X is additionally 
separable and Lindelijf with C-Def X = o. Thus, the inequality K-Def X < K-lnd X 
fails in the class of Lindeliif spaces, which provides one answer to the third unsolved 
problem on page 3 14 of [2]. 
Added to proof. The example that follows is relevant to the results of Sections 3 and 4. 
Example 32. Let J = (0, l] and J, = (0,1/m), m E IV. X consists of Y = encn( J x 
In) together with a point 20 outside Y. The topology of X is generated by the open sets 
of Y together with the sets enEW( J, x In), m E N. Let A and B be Bernstein sets of 
X with x0 E A and x0 $! B. 
It can be seen with the help of Proposition 8 that trind X = I-trind A = w0 + 1 while 
I-trind B = wg. 
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